Geometry	Chapter 9
Lesson 9-3

Example 1  Draw a Rotation
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a.  Rotate ∆XYZ  90º counterclockwise about point P.
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Draw a segment from point P to point X.
	Use a protractor to measure a 90º angle counterclockwise with file_4.unknown
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as one side.
	Extend this other side so that it is longer than PX.
Use a compass to locate point X ' so that PX = PX '.
	Repeat this process for points Y and Z.
	Connect the 3 points to form ∆X'Y'Z'.  


b.  Triangle DEF has vertices D(2, 2,), E(5, 3), and F(7, 1). Draw the image of DEF under a rotation of 45˚ clockwise about the origin.
	First graph DEF.	file_5.png
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	Draw a segment from the origin O, to point D.
	Use a protractor to measure a 45° angle clockwise
with file_7.unknown
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 as one side. In this case, the other side of
the angle includes the x-axis.
	Draw file_8.unknown
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	Use a compass to copy file_11.unknown
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Name the segment file_13.unknown
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	Repeat with points E and F.
DEF is the image DEF under a	
45° clockwise rotation about the origin.






Example 2  Reflections in Intersecting Lines
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Find the image of RST under reflections in line a 
and then line b.
First reflect RST in line a.	
Then label the image RST.

Next, reflect the image in line b.	
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R"S"T" is the image of RST under
reflections in lines a and b. 








Example 3  Identifying Rotational Symmetry
KALEIDOSCOPES  Sheila is learning to make 	file_18.png
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kaleidoscopes. She has made this simple design 
for her first kaleidoscope. The outer ring turns 
with 3 colored circles, while the inner ring can 
also turn with eight colored circles. Identify the 
order and magnitude of the symmetry in each 
part of the kaleidoscope.
a.	the outer ring with blue circles
	The outer ring has rotational symmetry of order 3 and magnitude of 120°.

b.	the inner ring with green circles
	The inner ring has rotational symmetry of order 8 and magnitude of 45°.

